Verbalizer-Visualizer Style in Brain-lesioned Patients: Does Rehabilitation Matter?
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I. INTRODUCTION

When individuals process information in everyday-life situations, two main kinds of cognitive representation and strategies can usually be used: verbal and visual. When a task can be carried out by using both verbal or visual representation and strategies, people consistently choose one mode over the other. Richardson [1] was the first author who proposed that a person can be classified as either a “verbalizer” or a “visualizer”, defining the verbalizer-visualizer distinction as a cognitive style, namely the distinctive way of apprehending, transforming, and utilizing information. The preference or tendency to rely on a specific cognitive style is independent from the ability to apply the type of representation it involves [2, 3, 4]. In fact, in some cases the choice between the two kinds of representation and strategies depends also by affective, personality and motivational factors, as well as on experience and training [5].

Kozhevnikov, Kosslyn and Shepard [6] stressed that mental visualization is not a homogeneous dimension. Two types of visualizers were identified: “object imagers”, who tend to construct colourful and high-resolution mental images; “spatial imagers”, who tend to use visual representations to perform complex mental operations and to elaborate spatial relations. This distinction is supported by two brain imagery subsystems which are anatomically and functionally distinct. The ventral system is specialized in processing the objective properties of pictures such as colour, form and dimension, whereas the dorsal system is specialized in elaborating spatial attributes of stimuli and in localizing objects [7]. Lesions in the temporal cortex disrupt performance in “objective” tasks, whereas lesions in the parietal lobe affect performance in “spatial” tasks.

Despite the above mentioned associations with the alleged neurobiological bases, unexpectedly the verbalizer-visualizer cognitive style has been poorly investigated in subjects with brain injuries. After a pilot study [8], Incorpora and coworkers [9] found that patients who had been affected by neglect showed a higher tendency toward mental visualization than patients with other kinds of cognitive impairment and that attention and memory deficits induced patients to rely on the verbal style. Moreover, the visual style was less present in patients with bilateral brain damages as compared to patients with focal lateralized lesions [10]. A limit of these previous studies was that patients’ cognitive style was assessed a long time after the triggering event (from 1 to 3 years) and that precise data about possible rehabilitation treatments followed by the patients were not available.

The goal of this investigation was to deepen the analysis of the verbalizer-visualizer style of brain-damaged patients by assessing cognitive style not so far from the triggering event, so as to check what extent brain lesions affect the tendency toward verbalization and visualization before spontaneous, long-term restorative processes and reorganization/compensation processes in cognitive functioning occur. Taking into account the kind of rehabilitative training the patients had been submitted to, this paper checked to what extent it influences individual cognitive style.

An additional goal was to assess, beside the general tendency toward visualization as opposed to verbalization, also the distinct and more precise tendency to be object versus spatial imagers.

II. METHODS

A. Participants

Thirty brain-damaged patients took part in this study. The sample, which was totally different from that previously investigated [9, 10], was recruited in the Don Gnocchi Onlus-Foundation, S. Maria Nascente hospital in Milano, Italy. The inclusion criteria were the following: identified brain lesion; age higher than eighteen years old; no psychotropic or steroid treatment for at least one month; less than six months had passed from the triggering event. Potential patients were excluded if they showed severe deficits in vision, hand use and verbal comprehension.

All patients were submitted to a clinical exam and to a neuropsychological assessment consisting in a wide set of standardized tests devised both to exclude the presence of mental deterioration and to identify the specific cognitive impairment affecting them. This led us to classify patients on the basis of six kinds of deficits in cognitive functioning: attention deficits, memory deficits, executive function impairment, deficits in visual-spatial cognition, language deficits (aphasia) and apraxia. More than one kind of deficit might occur in the same patient.
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Lesion sites were identified through a standard neurological exam and through neuro-imaging techniques as MRI and PET. Patients were categorized according to the lateralization of the lesions: ten patients had focal right lesions, eight focal left lesions and twelve bilateral lesions. The distribution of cognitive impairments and lesion sites is reported in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LESSION</th>
<th>COGNITIVE IMPAIRMENT</th>
<th>SITE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deficit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attention Disorder</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Executive Function Impair.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visuo-spatial Deficit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apraxia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aphasia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focal right</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focal left</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bilateral</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Patients had taken part in rehabilitation training for recovering their cognitive deficits. Most of them (N = 26) had been involved in a standard motor therapy, eighteen had participated in sessions of occupational therapy and logopedia therapy had been addressed to nine of them. In addition, eighteen participants had been involved in a neuropsychological rehabilitation treatment consisting in activities based on Feuerstein’s Instrumental Enrichment programme and on a rational therapy protocol specifically devised to rehabilitate neuropsychological disorders by means of logic problem-solving processes [11]. This treatment was integrated with specific activities aimed at enhancing the capacity to mentally transform pictures and visual scene [12, 13] and involving mental imagery to induce, through spatial analysis, body and space movements in blind-eye modality [14]. The time duration of trainings was approximately the same for all patients.

B. Materials

Three self-report questionnaires were employed to assess the tendency to apply mental visualization. The Verbalizer-Visualizer Questionnaire (VVQ) is the most often employed instrument to determine if an individual is either a verbalizer or a visualizer, even though the psychometric properties of the instruments have been questioned [13,16]. The Questionario Sulle Strategie Visive e Verbali (QSVV, questionnaire on visual and verbal strategies) – which measures exclusively the attributes of stimuli, which may fail to involve the dissociation between the preference to elaborate the spatial construction and manipulation of pictorial mental images, and the preference to process mental images which are rich of perceptual details [20].

### RESULTS

Firstly, correlations (Spearman’s rho) between VVQ, QSVV and OSIQ scores were computed (Table II). Two statistically significant correlations were found: the correlation between VVQ and QSVV total score and between the object scale of OSIQ and QSVV total score. The spatial scale of OSIQ was not correlated with the object one, as well as with the other questionnaires. This supports the dissociation between the preference to elaborate the spatial attributes of stimuli, which may fail to involve the construction and manipulation of pictorial mental images, and the preference to process mental images which are rich of perceptual details [20].

| TABLE II CORRELATIONS BETWEEN VVQ, QSVV AND OSIQ SCORES |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                  | VVQ              | QSVV            | OSIQ  |
|                  | total            | object          | spatial|
| VVQ              | .557 **          | .021            | .021  |
| QSVV total       | .543 **          |               | -.014 |
| OSIQ object      |                 | .120            |       |

*p < .005  ** p < .001

A series of ANOVAs were computed by assuming the presence/absence of cognitive impairments as independent variables and VVQ, QSVV and OSIQ scores as dependent variables and VVQ, QSVV and OSIQ scores as dependent
variables. The apraxia group was excluded from analyses because of the low number of patients included in this category.

As far as VVQ scores were concerned, ANOVAs revealed the absence of statistically significant differences depending on the presence/absence of attention deficits, memory deficits, executive function impairments and aphasia. It is however worth noting that the higher difference in VVQ scores between patients with and without a given cognitive deficit occurred in the case of visual-spatial impairment: patients with this kind of deficit scored lower (M = 8.25, SD = 2.49) than patients without it (M = 9.09; SD = 2.20) (F1,29 = 2.90, p < .10).

QSV scores obtained by patients with and without each type of deficit are reported in Table III. Except the case of aphasia, patients without cognitive deficits tended to use mental visualization more than patients with deficits. The differences between the two groups were rather remarkable as far as attention, executive functions and visuo-spatial cognition are concerned.

Patients with visual-spatial deficits scored (M = 50.00, SD = 13.60) significantly lower (F1,29 = 4.21, p < .05) in the OSIQ representation and strategies in all questionnaires.

A series of ANOVAs were computed in order to verify possible relationships between site of lesion and verbalizer-visualizer style. Results are reported in Table IV. Patients with right lesions showed a reduced tendency to rely on visual representation and strategies in all questionnaires.

ANOVA were also computed to assess whether the kind of rehabilitation treatment affected patients’ cognitive style. In no case significant differences in VVQ, QSV and OSIQ scores between patients who had followed and not followed the motor, occupational, logopedia therapies and neuropsychological training emerged.

IV. DISCUSSION

In literature cases of individuals who showed the loss of imaginative experience after brain damages are reported [21]. For instance, Bisiach and Luzzati [22] tested a patient with right hemispheric lesion who was told to imagine the buildings around a well-known monument: when the patient was mentally placed behind that monument, he described correctly the landmarks on the right side but not those placed on the left side; instead, when he was placed in front of the monument, he described the buildings placed on the left side, but not those placed on the right side as correctly described before. Thus, brain lesions can impair the ability to visualize mentally at least a part of the spatial field. However, little is know about the effects produced by brain injuries not on ability, but on the habit or preference to construct and manipulate visual mental representations. When the capacity to mentally visualize is preserved, do patients make use of such a cognitive strategy to perform every-day tasks?

Incorpora and coworkers [9] showed that persisting attention and memory deficits following brain lesions inhibit the tendency to rely on mental imagery in cognitive tasks and lead patients to prefer to employ verbal representations and strategies. However, the disposition to apply mental visualization is enhanced in patients with neglect. This might be due either to a spontaneous over-compensation process or to the rehabilitation training carried out by the patients, both resulting in an increased use of imagery which had been learnt to overcome the visual-spatial impairments associated to the neural damages. Since patients’ cognitive style was assessed a long time after the triggering event, the short-time effects on the verbalization-visualization tendency remained unknown. The present study was aimed at investigating possible changes in cognitive styles in a shorter time, having also a control over the rehabilitation training carried out by patients in the meanwhile.

It was confirmed that deficits in basic cognitive processes such as attention, memory and executive functions, lead patients to adopt more verbal rather than visual ways of thinking and it was proved that this is true also if only six, or even less, months passed from the triggering event. Presumably mental imagery involves a remarkable activation of attention and memory systems; if they are impaired, people are prevented to rely on imagery to carry out cognitive tasks and tend to rely on verbal representations.

Contrary to what was observed a long time after the traumatic event, also visual-spatial deficits inhibit the recourse to mental visualization. A consistent finding which emerged across the questionnaires employed here was that patients with impairments in visual-spatial cognition obtained lower visualization scores than patients lacking of such impairments. This effect concerned only the tendency to process mentally pictorial images, namely images including rich perceptual details (as measured by VVQ, QSVV and the object scale of OSIQ), but not more abstract images as those involved in spatial reasoning (as measured by the spatial scale of OSIQ). Hence, it appears that visual-spatial deficits reduce
the tendency toward the pictorial visual style in a short-time period after the brain lesions occurred, even though later such a style becomes predominant.

As far as the relationships between the verbalizer-visualizer style and the localization of the brain damages are concerned, we have to be aware that there is no any consensus on the hemispheric specialization of imagery processes. Heterogeneous findings have been reported in relation to the tasks and the quality of the imaginative experience. Deutsch, Bourbon, Papanicolaou and Eisenberg [23] found an increase on cerebral blood flow in the parietal and occipital lobes of both hemispheres during a mental rotation task; Williams, Rippon, Store and Annett [24] reported an activation of both the hemispheres during a mental transformational task, so supporting Sergent’s [25] claim that the most reasonable conclusion is to maintain that imagery involves both hemispheres. However, some data converge in stressing the role of the right hemisphere. For instance, Farah [26] found a higher activation of the left hemisphere when the cognitive tasks could be solved through verbal strategies, whereas the right hemisphere was more activated when the task required visual-spatial skills. Referring to the quality of the mental images, a higher activation in the right hemisphere in presence of particularly vivid and bright imagination experiences has been reported [27, 28]. Consistently with these findings, we observed that the preference toward mental visualization was lower in patients with brain lesions localized in the right hemisphere. However, time elapsing from the traumatic event is critical also for the relationships between cognitive styles and site of the brain injury. In fact, it has been reported [10] that, some years after the triggering event, the original right versus left localization of the brain lesions is not influential: only bilateral lesions reduce the tendency to apply visual strategies, leading patients to prefer the verbal style.

The participation to rehabilitation treatments fails to modify patients’ cognitive style. Even the neuropsychological training, heavily based on mental imagery, did not induce patients to make use of visualization in everyday life situation. It might be that patients could not have learned the visual strategies because of the persisting impairments produced by the cerebral damage. In fact, some studies showed that only after many weeks a neuropsychological training yields long-lasting effects, so that the newly acquired skills can be applied to common activities thanks to the reorganization of the cerebral areas which were compromised by the brain damage that takes place through the disinhibition of the suppressed inputs, the empowerment of the preserved cognitive functions and the growth of dendritic and assonal neuronal connections [29].

V. CONCLUSIONS

If we consider together the results of the previous [9, 10] and present studies, we realize that time is a crucial factor in modulating cognitive styles after brain injuries. In a short time after the traumatic event, the severe, still lasting cognitive impairments affecting visual cognition (above all if associated to lesions in the right hemisphere), as well as some basic processes (attention, memory, executive functions), prevent people to rely on visual representations, so leading them to apply prevalently verbal strategies. Also rehabilitation programmes specifically addressed to train imagery processes are ineffective in contrasting the shift from the visual to the verbal style. However, later patients affected by neglect learn to use spontaneously imagery strategies to compensate deficits in visual-spatial cognition, so that the visualizer style becomes predominant.

This conclusion has implications for rehabilitation practice, suggesting that taking into account the current patient’s cognitive style is important. In literature [30, 31, 32] it has been showed that visualizer and verbalizer styles interact with different tasks in order to facilitate learning. If individuals differ in their preference to interact with verbal and visual information and this has consequences for the efficacy of the trainings, the same might be true of clinical treatments. Brain-damaged patients should benefit from treatments based on a format that reflects their preferred mode of thinking. This can explain why in the present study the neuropsychological training, highly involving mental imagery, was ineffective in enhancing the tendencies toward visualization: because of the impairments in visual-spatial cognition, visualizer was not the patients’ preferred style and this reduced the impact of the training.

We have to acknowledge a number of limits of the present study. Firstly, we used only self-report questionnaires. Even if these instruments permit investigators to measure individuals’ styles in an easy way, they share some methodological problems [33]: for instance, responses can be influenced by social desiderability (the belief that a given cognitive style is better than another) and by the mood during the administration. Another limit depends of the size of the sample, which prevented us to compare sufficiently numerous subsamples of patients having a specific deficit and a specific localization of the lesions. Finally, since rehabilitation programmes were not mutually exclusive, we could not compare subgroups each following only a given treatment. Nevertheless, by considering that up to now attention was never paid to the issue of the role of cognitive styles in neuro-psychological disorders and rehabilitation, this study has begun to shed light on a neglected, even though relevant, topic.
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